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Nick Lampone

From: Nick Lampone
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 8:02 AM
Subject: Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are gaining ground ahead of today’s open. What else is new? The 
index has closed higher for seven straight sessions. We are only 10 points from the all-time S&P high in 
February. A stunning reversal! The old adage ‘Don’t fight the Fed’ still holds true. Optimism on restarting 
negotiations in Washington after Trump’s executive actions has investor momentum steady. President 
Trump mentioned he was considering a cut to the capital-gains tax and lowering taxes on middle income 
families. Putin announced Russia has approved an effective Covid vaccine. Dr. Scott Gottleib said it equates to 
a Phase 1 trial vaccine in the US- that has been tested on less than 100 patients. Seems prudent to take a 
wait and see approach on anything coming out of Russia. This is how I picture anything in Russia getting 
done- with Putin as Bugs Bunny  https://bit.ly/3kxRO8x . In Europe, major indices are all up over 2%. 
Automakers and travel & leisure stocks lead the way. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +15.08, 10-Yr Yield: 
0.599%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Russia has introduced a coronavirus vaccine. There is global alarm that Russia jumped ahead of key 
testing stages.-WaPo 

 White House & Democrats are both open to resume stimulus talks. Treasury Secretary Steven 
Mnuchin says states could begin paying enhanced unemployment under executive orders within two 
weeks.-WSJ 

 Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin says Chinese firms that do not meet accounting standards will be 
delisted from US exchanges at the end of 2021.-Reuters 

 Chicago is bracing for additional looting as city officials limit access to Downtown. Chicago shootings 
up 50% YTD.-WSJ 

 Brooks Brothers likely to be acquired by Simon Properties (SPG) joint venture.-WSJ 
 The federal budget deficit shrank last month from a year earlier as households and businesses made 

tax payments that had been delayed from April, according to estimates from the Congressional 
Budget Office.-WSJ 

 The federal government spent almost $250B on enhanced unemployment benefits from early April to 
the end of July, the Labor Department said, as millions of workers were laid off amid the pandemic.-
WSJ 

 The recent surge in biotech stocks extends beyond IPOs, as investors chase companies working on 
potential Covid-19 vaccines, but many veteran investors warn that there are risks to buying into 
companies at early stages of development.-WSJ 

 Venture capitalists are increasingly targeting startups in Seattle, where they say a burgeoning startup 
ecosystem holds the potential to support more enterprise software innovation.-WSJ 

 A man shot near the White House on Monday—briefly halting the president’s press briefing—“ran 
aggressively” towards a Secret Service agent and claimed to have a weapon, authorities said.-NYP 

 An American contractor working with the US Army warned authorities at least four years ago about a 
large cache of potentially explosive chemicals stored in Beirut’s port in unsafe conditions, according 
to a US diplomatic cable.-NYT 
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 China’s move to arrest prominent pro-democracy media tycoon Jimmy Lai and raid the offices of his 
newspaper in Hong Kong demonstrate Beijing’s resolve to silence the opposition and bring the city to 
heel, validating fears about the new national security law in the city.-NYT- (very scary) 

 Property company executives are warning that while rents have generally been paid so far during the 
pandemic, a failure to extend federal aid programs could change that, creating further strain on the 
system with possibly dire results.-FT 

 The ultimate fate of TikTok could be shaped in part by the efforts of Doug Leone of Sequoia Capital, 
a billionaire tech investor who has earned the distinction of being a particularly rare type of Silicon 
Valley unicorn: a major donor to Donald Trump.-Recode 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 NBC News: Predictions on how travel will change after coronavirus https://nbcnews.to/3adj085  
 USA Today: Using recycle plastic to repave roads https://bit.ly/2XOqhGl  
 The Markup: Google’s top search result? Surprise! It’s Google https://bit.ly/30VMWRP  
 NY Post: Man punches 17-year old Sesame Place worker over mask requirement 

https://bit.ly/30KVqw2 (If you have ever been to Sesame Place, this will not surprise you. Thx for 
sending, Scene.) 

 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
June job openings surprised to the upside, driven by a jump in vacancies at hotels, restaurants, and 
bars (2nd chart). 
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Part of the reason for the increase in the Food & Accommodation job openings was the wave of 
voluntary resignations. Here is the quits rate. 
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Usually, increased resignations indicate confidence in the labor market. Workers either already have 
another job or are sure they can find one. However, in this situation, employees quit because they are 
worried about getting sick and/or need to stay home with their children because of closed 
schools/daycare. 
  

 
Source: Reuters   Read full article    
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Households are uneasy about keeping their job over the next five years. 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Research    
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The number of Americans who are not in the labor force but want a job has risen sharply in 2020. 

 
  
Here is Goldman’s economic sentiment tracker based on Twitter. 

 
Source: Goldman Sachs  
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Fund flows have diverged from market performance (2 charts). (Very interesting) 

 

Source: @markets   Read full article    

  

 

Source: @Callum_Thomas, @topdowncharts    
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How concentrated are the various US indices? 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @MorganStanley   
 
Short interest in S&P 500 stocks has been declining. (Not surprising. They’ve been getting carried out 
in body bags.) 

 
Source: @themarketear    
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Morgan Stanley’s market timing indicator is in the “overbought” territory. 

 
Source: Morgan Stanley Research, @dlacalle_IA   
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Apple’s market value is approaching the capitalization of Russell 2000. (One of the crazier charts I 
have seen. Unreal.) 

 
Source: @Not_Jim_Cramer    
 
On Monday, we saw rotation out of growth into value, with smaller shares benefitting. (Can it last for 
more than a week?) 

• Value vs. growth: 
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Small caps: 
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This growth/value rotation was visible in sector performance. 

• Winners: 

– Banks: 
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– Energy: 
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• Losers: 

– Healthcare: 
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– Tech: 
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shares favored by retail investors continue to perform well. 
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Additional expenses to reopen public schools: 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article    
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Airbnb occupancy rate: 

 
Source: ANZ Research    
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Vaccine developers: 
  

 
Source: @adam_tooze, @NAR   Read full article   
 
 
 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future 
results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
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nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


